CHAPTER II

Topic 5: The Japanese Way! Relationships between Authors and Publishers in
the Context of Developing Works into Diverse Forms
  Mr. DAIKI Tetsuro, General Manager, Legal and Licensing Department, Shogakukan Ltd.

works of expression created through art, academic
and/or cultural achievements without imitating other
people’s accomplishments.

1. Introduction
I work in the Japanese publishing house
Shogakukan’s division dealing with copyright and
contracts. I will explain the exact definition of
copyrights in this context later, but in short they
refer to rights granted to a person who created a
work by her/himself without imitating anyone else,
and to the work. In order to observe such rights and
make proper use of them, it is necessary to clearly
stipulate promises made between parties involved in
a specific work to avoid problems. Contracts are
concluded for this purpose.

Finished works can only be called works when
expressed as “tangible things” that other people can
see, hear and so forth, and this is a major factor in
making it possible to protect them.
Next, I would like to give a little consideration to
the works I listed. People who create new works of
literature should of course be recognized socially for
their wonderful power of expression and ideas and
other intellectual activities. They must also be
compensated economically accordingly. These
creators are called authors and, as I will explain
below, they are protected under the rights called
“copyrights.” Moreover, something would be wrong
if they were not granted the power to control the use
of their own creative works by their own judgment
under certain conditions.

Shogakukan publishes about 2,000 titles of books a
year, and about 60 different magazines according to
their publication schedules, e.g. weekly or monthly.
Additionally, in collaboration with TV stations, film
companies, game software companies, animation
production companies, digital-contents distribution
companies, etc., we are carrying out production
work both in Japan and overseas; for instance,
publication of translated books, film adaptations,
animation, digital-content distribution services, and
creation of various licensed products.

Today, based on my own experiences, I would like
to talk about relationships between publishers and
authors. I personally think that, ideally, authors and
publishers should coexist in the industry. It would be
my greatest pleasure if I could share some of my
Japanese-style views with you today.

Now, concerning the use of such works, even if the
authors go to such lengths to create their works, they
are not recognized by anyone unless their works can
be published to the world. They cannot receive
compensations either. Publishers exist for this
purpose, and so do broadcast companies, record
production companies and advertisement companies.
The authors can select the method by which to
publicize their works according to their own will. In
some cases, it may be impossible to communicate
with a large number of people within one’s own
ability or financial status. In such cases, the authors
can select production companies appropriate for the
desired publication form. In Japan, if a work is a
work of literature, it is published as a book and the
sales and advertisement power of the publisher is
used to achieve a sales volume of several ten
thousand or even several hundred thousand copies.
According to this approach, the author earns
royalties strictly according to the payment principles
based on the contract agreed upon in advance. This
is the most efficient way of dealing with works.

2. Significance of Using Works

3. Rights of Authors

Before I go on to the main part of my talk, I would
like to first define a particular term clearly: “work.”
Examples of works are literature such as novels and
dramas, works of art such as music, dance, painting
and sculpture, movies, photos, buildings and many
others. In order to be works, however, they must
have one thing in common: they must be novel

In the previous section, I listed examples of works.
The term “authors” refers to the people who create
individual works, be they novelists, scriptwriters,
songwriters, composers, painters, sculptors, film
directors, photographers, architectural designers and
so on and on. These people are all involved in
creation. A person who created a certain work is

For Japanese publishers, including Shogakukan,
editing work entails getting writers to produce
manuscripts and collecting necessary materials from
every possible place, in order to obtain all sorts of
components for books and magazines, such as
text-based manuscripts and image-based materials,
like photos and drawings. The division in charge of
editing is, thus, the essential body of a publisher as
it produces beautiful books that attract readers. My
job is to support such editing work from a legal
point of view pertaining to the copyright aspects.
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guaranteed to have the rights that the creation,
which is the crystallization of one’s efforts, is not
used by others without permission, automatically,
from the exact time of its creation; that is, the
authors hold the rights over their own creative
works. These rights are referred to as “copyrights.”

are many types of usage. Among them, the
“reproduction rights” are closely related to “rights
of publishers.”
“Reproduction rights” prevent copying without
permission. From the word “copyright,” it can be
understood that this right was the first to be
stipulated. Copying is not only limited to copying
with copying machines, but also transcribing
manually, printing, taking photos, audio or picture
recording, copying to CD or the hard disk of a
computer and so forth. To put it briefly, all types of
activities that involve recreating a work in tangible
forms are referred to as copying.

For instance, if you own farmland, you will grow
and harvest crops, flowers, or fruits and vegetables.
I think these rights are similar to the rules that
protect your “ownership (your and your family’s
possession)” of the land and “rights (how and how
much you will sell your products for).” Wouldn’t
you agree? And, if you maintain and take good care
of your farmland for more harvests, you will, then,
want some sort of security that your land is your
private property, which can be passed down to your
children, right? Copyrights do the job for you,
protecting authors’ works for the period of the
copyright protection (50 years from the author's
death in case of Japan) as long as it is set up so that
the spouse or child inherits the copyright when the
author is deceased. This means the profits from the
work will be protected until the second generation
of the author.

Now, concerning the “rights of publishers,” as a part
of the “reproduction rights,” which “prevent
copying without permission,” “publishing rights”
are prescribed based on the idea of reserving the
“right not to allow that a work is printed for
publication without permission.” “Publishing” plays
a significant role among the usages of works. For
this reason, a part of the “reproduction rights,”
which belong to the authors, was taken out and
modified as “publishing rights” and stipulated. In
this way, the author can obtain a smooth utilization
of his/her work by allowing the publisher to exercise
this right. A contract closed for this purpose is called
a “contract settling publishing rights.”

The rights of authors state that their works may not
be exploited without permission, which means that
if a work is used without permission, the author can
file claims for damage in money. Moreover, if one
finds a person attempting to use the work without
permission, the author can prohibit it no matter who
in the world he or she may be, regardless of the
reason.

Fees involved in using works are paid according to
such contracts. As I discussed in the previous
chapter as well, the rate is normally 10%. That is,
10% of the list price of a book multiplied by the
number of issues is paid to the author. In case of
Shogakukan, the full sum is paid one month after
the release of a book.

Looking at the issue from the other side, the rights
of prohibiting people from using your material can
also be considered as the right to allow the use of
works. An author can inquire about the conditions of
usage and decline if the conditions are not
satisfactory. As for payments of royalties, etc., there
is an established payment ratio, which has been used
for many years in the Japanese publishing industry
(10% normally); books are published when both the
author and publisher agree on the range.

What about the case of a picture book where both a
painter and a text writer are involved? In such cases,
the 10% is divided between the painter and writer. It
can be divided into halves, 5% each. Alternatively, it
can be divided into 6% and 4% according to the
amount of work and involvement in the production.
Basically, a contract is a bilateral contract concluded
between an author and a publisher. The exact text in
a contract is thus the same in such cases. All authors
and publishers enter into essentially the same
agreement, changing only certain details such as the
numerical values specifying royalties for literary
work usage to match the actual conditions, etc.

After all the payments are made; royalties, costs for
paper materials, printing and binding, and
distribution costs, such as fees paid to distribution
outlets, the amount of money that is left will be
revenues for publishers.

Other contents of a contract include term of the
contract, method of reporting the number of issues
and agreement upon the number of complimentary
copies for the author. Moreover, predefined
agreement upon secondary use, which I explain in
the next chapter, is specified as well.

4. Rights of Publishers
In the previous section, I explained about copyrights.
I stated they are rights ensuring that the works are
“not used by others without permission” but then
what kinds of “use” are guaranteed? In fact, there
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illustrate an example, the stationery items that you
see in the photos are manufactured and sold by a
company called “Gift Land,” which is reportedly
making profits.

5. On Secondary Use of Works
What we call secondary use involves exploitation of
a work in various ways in case it is published,
recognized by readers and obtain popularity; it can
be made into a movie, remade as a program for TV
broadcast or similar, or made into contents for
mobile terminals. You might say that the work is
positioned as the original while conversion to film
works, TV shows, games and so forth, can be said to
be incidental exploitation.

So far, I have cited several examples. In these cases,
the companies that obtained the licenses pay fees
according to the usage fee payment conditions
stated in the license agreements. In cases of works
handled by Shogakukan, the authors as well as
Shogakukan stand side by side in the contract
negotiations, where Shogakukan receives payment
and reports of actual figures from overseas
companies and handles various negotiations and
paperwork. Moreover, if a problem should occur,
Shogakukan works on the case with all its might to
solve the problem. Shogakukan charges a fee in
payment for such labor and all the remaining money
is given to authors. That is to say, we publishers are
making efforts such that we can function as good
partners for authors.

I will provide a few specific examples, based on
actual cases, where secondary use of works became
popular in Japan and are used in overseas locations
as well.
First are examples of China and South Korea.
“Doraemon,” a popular movie in Japan, was
released in theaters in China last year, and in South
Korea this summer. The movie was quite successful,
drawing a total of 1 million people so far, for both
China and South Korea combined.

Lastly, I would like to add a discussion of the
advantages for local companies in overseas
locations to conclude official contracts. We Japanese
publishers stand by to provide services related to
literary works. If an official contract is made, we
can supply works constantly. With support from
local people, the chances of success in
commercialization of literary works and other
business increase greatly. In such cases, local
companies can obtain preferential rights to take
central roles in, and even take charge of, the
business rolled out.

Next is an example in which a movie was produced
based on manga (comic books). Also in South Korea,
“The Game (the original title: CHAN GIH),” which
was released in January this year (on Jan 31st),
successfully drew about 1.5 million people. In
Taiwan, making manga-inspired TV dramas has
been thriving since 2002, there have been seven TV
dramas produced based on Japanese manga. The
latest TV drama, “Romantic Princess (the original
title: Romance Godankai-Katsuyo),” appeared to top
the list in the 2007 viewership ratings there.

6. Relationship between Authors and Publishers
Now, let me move on to a case where a Japanese
book is translated into foreign languages and
published overseas. This is a case of your
neighboring country, Laos. A Lao publishing
company, Dekkod won a contract for the right to
translate and publish “Doraemon” in Lao language.
The contract stipulates a limit on sales of the
product to only within Laos, as well as obligations
requiring the company report necessary information,
including the number of copies for distribution, to
the Japanese author by a set deadline. Furthermore,
in the Vietnam market we are pushing forward our
image-media collaboration project called “the
Doraemon Project”. Shogakukan, too, is seeking
various ways to put existing works into secondary
use.

Rollout of Japanese comic books and animation in
overseas locations starts basically from permitting
that publishers, video production companies, etc. in
overseas locations may make “use of the original
works.” However, it is an overwhelming burden for
the authors in terms of both time and labor to
engage in all the activities involved in contracts on
utilization of works, terms and conditions of
contracts and so on, at overseas locations.
In Japan, publishers are often entrusted by the
authors to become their agencies and handle various
negotiations and meetings with overseas users on
their behalf. Moreover, if it becomes necessary to
discuss license conditions and usages, the publishers
will of course keep in touch with the authors as
necessary and carry out business upon obtaining
agreement with the authors.

Lastly, I would like to talk about commercialization.
This is a case of Thailand. Use of characters in
“Doraemon” was granted (license agreement) for
commercialization & sales of products, such as
T-shirts, bags, stationery, photo albums, etc. To

In order to extend the availability of works to all
countries in the world, it is mandatory to have
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know-how about how to make proper use of the
rights of authors. I believe that if authors enlist
experienced publishers as their agents, the authors
free themselves to fly to anywhere they wish.
If, on the other hand, the authors try to keep all the
“copyrights” to themselves because they are their
rights and regard publishers as enemies, they are
required to confront all the odds single-handedly,
leading to negligence of their essential creative
activities. It is better if the authors devote
themselves to writing, painting and creating new
works, leaving business to publishers. This is the
choice of the majority of authors in Japan.
In order to live up to these expectations, the
employees of the publishing houses in Japan are
working hard on acquisition of information,
investment activities, building networks and
other activities. In order to maintain the trust of
the authors as their friends, they cannot spare
any efforts.
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